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Competency- 5.-Extract specific information from various types of texts.   

Competency Level-5.4-Reads and responds to simple poems.  

Lesson-Read and understand a poem/song./ Reading comprehension. 

Activity – 1 

Read and sing the song “Happy Wanderer “on page 24-Unit-3 of your textbook several times and find the 

meaning of the words given below. You may refer to your dictionary.  

wandering                               knapsack                                                wave                                                                                       

wood                                        skylarks                                                  roam                     

Activity – 2 - Now, do the Activity-3 on page 25. Write True (T) or (F) False. 

Activity – 3 - Read the song again and answer the following questions in short. 

1.What is the title of the song?..................................................................................................... 

2.Is the singer in the song happy or sad? ................................................................................... 

3.Where does the singer like to go? ............................................................................................. 

4.What does he love to have on his back? .................................................................................. 

5.Write two kinds of birds mentioned in the song?  (a)-......................  (b) -............................. 

6.Where are the blackbirds? ........................................................................................................ 

7.How do they call the singer? ...................................................................................................... 

8.What do the skylarks like to do? ............................................................................................... 

9.How long does the singer want to wander? ............................................................................. 

10.According to the singer, to whom does the clear sky belong? ............................................... 
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Activity – 4 - Read the song again and find rhyming words for the following words. One has been done 

for you 

 1. track - back         2. ring ..................   3.sun.......................  4. meet.....................   

 5. me ................      6.wing....................   7. home -................   8.die -.......................... 

Learning Point - Rhyming Words 

 Rhyming words are two or more words that have the same or similar ending sound. Some 

examples of rhyming words are goat, boat, moat, and float and coat.....If the two words sound 

different, they do not rhyme. 

 For example: car and mango do not rhyme and house and grass do not rhyme 

 

A List of Rhyming Words 

 

Activity – 5 - Now read the poem, ‘We Are One’ on page 80-Unit-7 and do the Activity-17 0n page 81. 

Activity – 6 - Read the poem again and answer the questions given below. 

1.According to,Simba, what is the only thing we know? ................................................................ 

2.What is the thing that nothing can destroy? ................................................................................. 

3.What are the two things we need to lead a good life apart from harmony?.................................. 

Activity – 7 

Read the poem again and find the Rhyming Words that rhyme with the following words.  

1. everyday ......................    2.side   ...................   3.see .....................  4. know.....................   

5. be ........................             6.me     ....................  7. gone -................. 8.joy -....................... 

9.sun .......................             10. begun.................... 


